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EUGENIO SCANDALE· 

GROWTH HISTORY OF NATURAL CRYSTALS 
BY MEANS OF X-RAY DIFFRACTION 

TOPOGRAPHY 

RIASSUNTO. - La lopografia R. X (metodo di Lang) l:: una tecnica cli diffrarione R. X 
che registra la maniera e I'enlill con cui un monocristallo !i discosta dal modello ideale di 
StruHura tridimensionale periodica. £ una tecnica non dinruniva che consente di esaminare 
cristalli di molti cm' cli superficie e il cui spe5sore puo esscre anche di diversi mm; do significa 
che, quando non sia possibile esaminare un campione nella sua interena, 10 studio di una lamina 
cristallina fornisce spesso informazioni tali da poterlo considerare realmente rappresemativo del 
campione nd suo complesso. Queste caratteristiche possono essere proficuamente impiegate per 
10 studio delle condizioni di crescita di cristalli naturali cd artifidali. £ 5pe5SO possibile infani 
ricostruire I'evoluzione spazio-temporale ddla morfologia di un minerale, distinguere crislaUi non 
deformati da cristalli chc: abbiano subho processi di deformazione e, in akuni casi, definire 
le condizioni di lemperatura e pressionc: che hanno prodono defonnazioni plastiw. 

ABSTRACT. - X.Ray topography lung's Camera) is a technique wich record the manner 
and extent to wich the single-crystal departs from the ideal model of a perfect threc-<iimensional 
periodic 51ructure. It is a non-<iesnuctive technique wich crystal of some cm' in area and up to 
several mm in thickness may examine: this means {hat, if the whole cry5tal do not can be: 
examined, tne examined crystalline plate is often as thick as to Ix: truly representative of the 
bulk material. These capabilities can be utilized in the study of growth conditions of natural and 
artificial crystals. If is often possible the past m6rphology to reconstruct, undeformed crystal 
and deformed c~tal are distinguished and in some cases it is possible to define the {fflIperatures 
and pressures of plastic deformation. 

Introduction 

X-ray topography is the latest in a long line of tools for the study. of crystals 
wich use X-ray diffraction. The use of X-ray topography is at present increasing 
rapidly, particularly as an ::lid to crysml growth studies and qual ity control of 
monolithic crystal devices. The technique is complementary to transmission electron 
microscopy in that X.ray topography enables a thick, nearly perfect si ngle..crystal 
to be examined with a relatively poor resolution over a large ::Ifea whereas electron 
microscopy necessarily uses thin specimens of quite high dislocation density and 
examlDes a very small area with excellent resolution. Against this handicap suffered 
by X-ray techniques one must set their capabilities for the non-destructive exami-
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nation of crystals. There are two aspect to non-destructive character of X-ray 
topography. Firstly, the X-my will penetrate up lO several millimetres in thickness 
of crystals containing only light elements. Thus, crystals of, say, diamond or beryl, 
some millimetres in diameter, may be examined whole; and in pralically all studies 
it is safe assume that X-ray topographic specimen is sufficiendy thick so as to be 
truly representative of the bulk material. Secondly, the X-ray dosage received by 
a crystal in the course of its topographic examination is generally several orders 
of magnitude less than that required to produce detectable radiation damage in 
sensitive crystals. 

Improvements in crystal growth techniques in the last five years have provided 
many new m.1terials suitable for X-ray topographic study and in turn., X-ray 
topography has provided the crystal grower with valuable data on the quali ty of 
his products. The feed.back between topographer and crystal grower has proved 
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so succesful that today X-ray topographic analysis is performed as a standard routine 
by many crysta l growing groups. 

T he abil ity to sample a large crystal volume and present on a si ngle topographic 
record the variation in degree and type of imperfection over a distance in the 
crysta l corresponding to a substantial franion, if not all, of it period of growth 
is a new important tool for mineralogical and geological research. 

In fact, the knowledge of the type of defects may possibly throw some light 
on the conditions under wich a mineral was fo rmed and on the subsequent 
deformation the crystals might have undergone. In particular, the study of the 
growth bands is an important key to chart the past morphology of low--deformed 
minerals and also the study of dislocations is of remarkable interest in deformed 
crystals because from their geometry, particularly the di rection of the Burge~ vector, 
glide sistems can be determined. 

T he .feasibility of maki ng repeated X-ray topographic examinations of a given 
specimen renders it possible to interleave examinations between other types of 
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experiments on the speci men, for example between mechanical deformations and/or 
heat treatments. T his capability suggest the possibility to study a low-deformed 
mineral and after thermo·mechanical treatments, to compare the induced defective 
structure with defective structure of other n:nurally deformed specimens of the 
same mi neral. 

Experimen tal techniques 

Fig. 2. - N;¥ff;a To""". Cr}'~lal growth simplified 
rcprC5C'nl~ti<XI. Maior lace. ha"e been long the 
{1I0) facn; they are su«nsi,·d)· v~ni$hed (except 
Ihe ( 1I O)facd in pronllO {120 } faces. The {tll} 
and {112} bces early appear while the fiB) 
3nd {d} bees only appear in the dcnniti~e h~bil. 
(After G,,,cov .. uo d al., 1975). 

In recent years, a number of expe
rimental X-ray diffraction techniques 
have been developed by wich a topo
graphical display of the microscopical 
defects in a crystal can be obtained. The 
image cont rast of the defects is concerned 
with point- to point variation in the 
directions or intensities of X·ray that 
have been diffracted by crystals. From 
these variations defect structure of the 
crystal may be cxa mined. Methode that 
mainly measure local variations in the 
direction of the diffracted beam are 
useful fo r the detection of gross misorien
tat ions such as sub-grains or grains 
(GU I N I EII. and TENNEVI N, 1949 ; ScHULTZ. 

1954; WElssM"m;, 1956). Intensity map
ping methods are chieRy concerned with 
individual defects such as dislocations, 
stacking.faulth. inclusions, growth bands, 
etc. (HONE.YCOMBE, 1951; BoNSE and K AP

PLER, 1958; LANG, 1958 and 1959). 
Among these last techniques, very 

usefull for mineralogical investigations 
was the Lang's Camera and here some its 
recent appl ications are presented. In .his 
methode, a ribbon X-ray beam is col
limated to an angular divergence suf

ficiently small that only one charactcristic wavelength is diffracted by the crystal 
(fig. 1). A stationary opaque screen allows only the diffracted beam to reach the 
photographic plate. A large area of crystal ca n be surveyed by scanning bot h the 
crystal and photographic plate in synchronism past the incident beam. 

In order to understand the contrast, general treatments of the dynamical theory 
of diffraction in ideal crystal are to be found in review 3rticles (B"TTERMAN :lnd CoLE , 
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1964; AUTHIF.R, 197001), and more general treatments in books (lAMES, 1948; VON
L.WE, 1970; AZAROFF ct aI., 1974). Besides important articles for the ind uced dfects 
by defects in crystals have been published: dislocations (AUTHIER. 1967 and 1970b); 
preci pitates (JuN-1C~II-CHIKAWA, 1967), stacking-faults (KAm et ai., 1967; AUTHIER 

and Sn.tON. 1968), twins (AUTHIf.R et aI., 1968), growth bands (S,'oUVAGE and 
AUTHlfJI., 1%5). 

Natural occuring crystals 

Although it is four decades si nce it was propc>S(=d (OROWAN, 1934; POUNYI, 1934; 
TAYLOR, 1934) that dislocations in crystals play a mayor role in the plastic deformations 
of crystalline solids, although it is little less than thret: decades since it was proposed 
(FRANK, 1949; BURTON and USRERA, 194901 and 1949b; BURTON et ai., 1951) that 
dislocations terminating in the surface with a screw component play a preminent 
role in the growth of real crystals, there are relatively few people that attempt to 
apply this ideas to geo-mineralogical research. 

The aim of this review is to illustrate some important result that can be 
obtained about the growth, and in some cases about the past morphology of the 
minerals (fig. 2) (GJACOVAZZO et al., 1975; SCANDALE el al., 1978:t, 1978 b) by means 
of the observable defects: threcdimensional, twodimensional, linea r defects. 

Thrudimensionai de/eets 
Impurity precipitated after growth and fore ing particles accidentally incl uded 

during growth both produce intense Ir :al strain fields wich give rise to characteristic 
diffraction contrast effttt. The relaticnship between the dislocation configuration 
and these localized strain centers can ~how wheather the latter arise from precipitates 
or inclusions. 

Precipitates will generally be found along the grown-in dislocations, decorating 
them (fig. 3). or will be fo rmed close to the crystal surfaces by annealing; in this 
last case precipitate appear as circular image wich consist of [WO semicircles separated 
by a comrast-free plane parallel to the reRecting plane (fig. 4). From this contrast, 
the sign of strain around the precipitates can be determined: determination of the 
sign is important in identification of inclusions (JuN-IcHl-CH IKAvA, 1967). 

On the other hand, primary incl usions will generate dislocations by lattice 
closure errors (fig. 5), secondary inclusions (micro-i nclusions) will not generale 
dislocations. 

In the majority of the cases, inclusions are either distributed throughout the 
crystal or localized along growth horizons. In the last case it is possible that a 
flux grouth mechanism was responsible for deposition (SCANDAU et al., 1978 b). The 
number of three-dimensional defects is very sensitive to the purity of the mother 
solution and also depends on the stability of the supersaturation during growth 
(IzRAEL et al., 1972). 
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Fig. 1. - Tu"isill D%mi'r. D«ownl di.!ocations. (After Zux ... , 1969). 

Fig. 4. - BrQil Brryl. ~1 plale. (TiOO) Rdi«lion. 0 : didocation. 
radiale from a eenler. P: pr«ipiutes. (After SCAI<O ..... a Cl a] .• ]978 b). 
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X-ray lopographs have shown (IZRAEL et al., 1972) that while the number of 
precipitates decoratc=d dislocations does increase with !.he growth rate, the number 
of precipitates outside dislocations does not seem to increase significantly. 

Generally primary inclusions arc involved in the growth mechanism of a face 
only if the generated dislocations have :J. screw component normal to the de!»" 
sition face. 

Secondary inclusions, along growth horizons localized, growth rates seem to 
lessen. For this reason often, the crysla! habit _ fast ~ faces can exhibit. 

Fig. 5. - Bra::il B"yl, ba~! plate. (TIOO) Reficction. I: irKlusions. 
0 : generated dislocation. (After Sc"SDA1.E cl al.. 1978 b). 

Twodim~mjonal d~/~cts 

When pla nar defects of stacking-fault type, which exhibit on X-ray lopographs 
a fringe pattern, occur in natural crystal, their analysis by diffraction contrast 
the fault vectors determine. The fault surfaces involved in the present discussion 
do not disturb the parallelism of the lattice on one side of the fault with respect 
to that on the other. The conditions characterizing the fault are thus that lattice
parallelism is mamained but lattice-eoincidence is not. The fault surfaces so 
characterized include mainly growth layers and boundaries betwttn growth sectors. 

The former (fig. 6) arise due to fluctuations in lattice parameter during crystal 
growth: the lattice is distorted normal to the growth front by inclusion of impurities 
and, for example, a rapid fluctuation in temperature will cause a large fluctuation 
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in impu rity COnlent and hence lattice parameter. When the change is large enough 
to cause interbranch scattering, fringes are observed (ZARKJr.., 19(9). As the distortion 
is normal to the growth from, the c fault. disappears when the diffraction vector 
lit.':s in the plane of the growth front. I n addition to fringe contrast, very strong 
contrast occurs at the intersection of the growth band with the surface of the 
specimen (SAUVACE and AunuE.R, 1965). 
This fault is wdl know, it is often visible T c;:: 

by nakt.':d eye, and it is very important 
for the reconstruction of tht.': past mor
phology. 

The growth sector boundaries are 
fault surfaces, arising to imperfect con
neC[ion between growth sectors (fig. 6), 
that show more strongly in crystals wich 
also show pronunced images of growth 
stratifications (LEFAUCHE.UX et al., 1973). 
This defect supply noticeable informa
tions about relative growth ratcs on 
various faces in the time. 

Li,uar d~ful! 
A common dislocation configuration 

found in crystals is one in wich dislo· 
cations radiate from a central point 
within the crystal and run outward 
to the crystal faces (fig. 4). The 
interpretation of the pattern - that 
the dislocations were generated at the 
crystal nucleus and were subsequently 
grown into the crystal - is doubtless 
correct, but it lcaves unsettled the 
question whett.':T the nucleation was 
homogeneous or hctt.':rogeneous. Rapid 
initial growth under the conditions of 
supersaturation that attend homogeneous 

Fig. 6. _ ,\I4lidgIZUIlT Brry/. pbtc parallel !O c. 
(0002) RcA«l1on. A: growth bycrs which &fine 
the (0001) growth sector. 11, and H,: (2112) and 
(2112) growth sector. respectively. F, and F, : 
boundaries between (0001) growth s«IOI"S and 
(2 112) and (2112) growth sectors res~ivcl)·. 
(After S<;; ... SII.o.L1i el d., 1978 a). 

nucleation could lead to the introduction of dislocations, especially if the 
initial growth were dendritic (LA~C, 1974). However, if the topographs show a 
concentration o£ st rain at the nucleus greater than that attributable to the 
dislocations, then it is likely that a fo reing body is present there, and that 
nucleation was heterogeneous, the dislocations being generated by initial imperfect 
growth on this body. These dislocations are often straight and perpendicular to the 
growth faces: calculation of the minimum dislocation energy explains the orien
tations of dislocations during the solution growth of natural and synthetic crystals 

I!;ooo, 
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and also explains the sudden change of orientation of dislocations when they pass 
from onc growth sector to another (EPELBOIN et al., 1973). 

It is interesting to note that X-ray topographic study of dislocations inlo Ruori te 
specimens (BtsWICK and L~NC. 1972) showed bundles of dislocations in good 
agreement with calculations for minimum line energy, but in one crystal they 
found sub-grain boundaries containing tangles of dislocations much closer related 
to the configurations found in melt-grown crystals than solution-grown crystals. 
It is presumed that this crystal suffered considerable plastic deformation subsequent 
to growth. 

An illuminant example of the use of dislocation glide systems will be fou nd 
in a recent work on olivine crystals (SLIND and SORUM, 1976). Two distinct types 
of gl ide systems (okl) [ 100] and (100) [001] were observed. T he former obtained 
in oli vlne crystals deformed at temperatures higher than 10000 C with confin ing 
pressure of 5 khar (R.u.EI(;H, 1968). the latter obtained in olivine crystals deformed 
at temperatures less than 900" C and 15 kbar (GREEN and RAOCLIFFE, 1972): the 
observed glide systems (SLIND and SORUM, 1976) may be explained if the crysta ls 
have ~en naturally deformed at different temperatures. 

Conclusions 

T he studies described above emphasise the unity of the defect configuration 
occuring in the studied crystals. The presence of straight dislocations run ning in the 
dircctiofl of minimum clastic energy is a dominant feature in solution grown crystals. 
Growth rates on various faces have been found to be sensitive to presence of screw 
dislocations: the final morphology is thus determined both by surface free energy 
and the dislocation configuration. Funher. it has ~en found that impurities can 
inhibit growth on otherwise favourable faces. 

The use of growth bands to chart the past morphology of minerals and the 
use of the glide systems of dislocations to study the deformation conditions are 
certain to increase in the futu re. 
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